Gravitropism of the basidiomycete Flammulina velutipes: morphological and physiological aspects of the graviresponse.
The fruiting body of the basidiomycete Flammulina velutipes shows a distinct negative gravitropic response. Maturing fruiting bodies in the rapid elongation phase become graviresponsive with basidiospore differentiation. Lateral gravistimulation by horizontal arrangement of the fruiting body results in unilateral growth regulation. Elongation in the upper Stipe side decreases to 40% during gravitropic reorientation of the fruiting body. Overshooting of the gravitropic response during reorientation is precisely regulated. The graviresponsiveness is concentrated to the apical area of the stipe, the transition zone between pileus and stipe, which features a prominent elongation capability. The small size and low vacuolization of the transition zone hyphae compared with differentiated basal stipe hyphae correspond with this physiological function on the light and electron microscopical levels. Curvature experiments using intact and explanted fruiting bodies demonstrated the graviperceptive role of the transition zone. The excision of various amounts of pilear tissue, even the disruption of the whole pileus, had no severe effect on gravitropic curvature, until the transition zone was damaged. Removal of the transition zone resulted in a dramatic loss of graviresponse, whereas the decrease of elongation was less drastic.